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Abstract 
Berg, L., The asymptotic expansion of a convolution integral, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 41(1992) 159-161. 
For a special integral of convolution type an asymptotic expansion is given in a case where the usual methods 
fail. 
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The asymptotic behaviour of a parameter integral can be determined in simple cases by 
partial integration and in more complicated cases by the method of Laplace. The paper [l] 
contains a survey on several modifications of the latter method. Asymptotic expansions of a 
parameter integral can also be obtained by expanding the integrand into a suitable series and 
applying termwise integration. However, these methods 
special convolution integral 
v +x)-(S +p -x)-’ dx, 
for s + +=, where we assume for simplicity s, ~1, v > 
discrete convolution product Wimp [3] has given an 
generating functions and a Tauberian theorem. Here we 
into three terms 
J(s) = J,(s) -J*(s) -J&), 
4ich ~PC= the corresponding integrals over the intervals C-v, s+p), t-v, 0) and (s, s+p), 
respectively. The new integrals can be treated in an elementary way. For the first integral we 
fip:nd a4 9 he substitution x = (s + p + v)y - v, 
ii(S) = /.+,( 
--v 
v +x)-(s +p -x)-’ dx = (s + p + ~)‘-“-~j~y-“(l- y)+ dy; 
0 
do not work directly in case of the 
(1) 
0 and (;Y, p < 1. For the analogous 
asymptotic expansion by means of 
get a similar result after splitting (1) 
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hence by means of the Beta-function, 
Il(s)=(s+/&+v) ‘-“-‘B(1 -cy, 1 -/S). 
e second integral reads with x =y - v: 
J?(S) = /O (
--v 
v +x)-a(~ + ~1 -LX)-’ dx = /vy-a(s +p + v - y)+ dy, 
0 
and fkorn this representation we find by means of the binomial series both 
J*(s)= i [ ~P)(-l)kv’-“f’l l&s+’ +v)-@-k, 
k=O \ 
and for s-k& > v, 
= 1 
JZW = c I 
k=O ’ 
The third integral with 
,s+fi 
-f3 
k 
~l-~+~B(l -ar, l+k)(s+p)-B-k. 
x=s+p-ytumsinto 
J,(s) = j 
S 
(v +x)-a(s +p -x)-’ dx = 6(s +/L + v -~)-~y-@ dy, 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
so that we obtain the same expansions as in (4) and (5), but with CZ, p and p, v interchanged. 
All series are both convergent and asymptotical. This implies that the asymptotic expansions 
are also valid for complex s + 00. By expanding the powers of s + y + v into series with respect 
to negative powers of s, we finally obtain an asymptotic expansion of the form 
vi-a cm 1-p 00 
P 
J(S) z B(1 - QI, 1 - @) fj aksl-a--B--k - jy F bkSeBmk - - c -a-k - 
k=O k-0 1-p k=Ocks ’ 
with a,=b,=c, = 1 for s + 00. In view of cy, P < 1, the first term of this expansion gives the 
asymptotic representation 
J(s) ry B(l -a, 1 -@)S~-~-~, (7) 
for s + 00, and the right-hand side of (7) is also the asymptotic representation for J,(s). 
Remarks. (i) In the corresponding discrete case of [3] we also have the asymptotic representa- 
tion (7) and an asymptotic expansion of the form (6), but with other factors preceding the 
second and third sum. However, it is not possible to establish a direct connection between the 
asymptotic expansions of (1) and the just mentioned iscrete case by means of the sum formula 
of Euler-Maclaurin, since the asymptotic orders for s + 00 of the derivatives of the integrand of 
(1) with respect o x do not decrease, if the orders of the derivatives increase. 
(ii) The asymptotic expansion af a similar integral as in (1) was found in [2] also by a 
suitable splitting of the integral. The result was already known from [4], where it was 
constructed by means of distributions. 
(iii) As in [2], the integral J(s) is a solution of a simple linear differential equation. Namely, 
by means of the already used substitution x = (s + p + V) y - v we obtain from (l), 
(s +p + v)a+p-l J(s) = / 
(s+v)/(s+~+v) 
Y_"(l -Y)+ dY, 
v/(s+p+v) 
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and by differentiation, 
(s +/L + u)J’(s) + (CY +p - l)J(s) =/L*+(s + Y)-” + v’-~(s +p)-‘. 
The corresponding initial value is J(O) = 0. 
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